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A STUDY OF INVISCID FLOW ABOUT AIRFOILS AT HIGH SUPERSONIC
By A. J. Emma, Jr., CLMUJNCEA. SYVERTSON,andSAMUELKIWJS
SUMMARY
8tdy ji’ow abmd curvedaiq%ih ai high supersonic sped b
investigated andytidly. W& the rwumption i%aiair behava
a8 an ideal diai!omicgm, d ia -foundthd the s?wck-expana-ii.m
methodmay beu-d to predict tlu jlow aboutmmoedairfoib up to
arbitrarily high .MaG?Lnumbem, provided the $OW dejlztion
angles are not too dose to t?w8ecorre$pording to 8hock &t.ach-
ment, Thi8 r& appli~ not only to the cikterminutionof the
eurfaix pressure diw%hiim, but abo to the determinationof the
whole jlow field aboui an airfoil. Verijicu.hh of thti ob8erviz-
tion ix obtaimd with the aid of& method of chartierbtics by
extensixe calcw?uiiu?Mof % pre.wure gradient and 8hock+vave
ourmture ai the leading edge, and by cu.bw?dti of the pnwure
disti”bution on a 10-percen$-thickbiconvexairfoil ai 0° ang~ of
attuck.
An approximation to the 8hock-ezpan&on methodfor thin
a~oi18 at high Mach numlwr8I%also inve@@ed and h found
to yield presmmes in error by l.em thun 10 per& a$ M_z.ch
number8 above 3 and @w deji%ctionanglee up to $6°. Thti
slender-airfm”lmethodis relalixly simple inform and thm may
prove u8ejdjor some engineering pwrpo8es.
.E$ecte of ca.brie imperfedti of air m.ma~txtin, di8turbed
jlow jkllh at high Mach number8 are inv~tigatd, pari%ukr
ai!i%ntionbeing given to the redua%-n qf the ratw of 8peci@
heats, So long m this raiio do.a not decreaeeappreciably below
1.3, it ;S indim.tedthai th.s8hock-expaw”on method,generaliad
i!oinclude the e$ec&?of th+%eimperfect%, 8h0u?dbe sub8tivn-
t~y as accurateafor ideal-gin@we. !f’hti ob8erzzz&nis veri-
jied un”ththe aid of a genera.?imd8hock-ezpaM”on methodand a
generalimd method of cbracten%tia employed inform appli-
cable-for 1oM-Jah i%nperaiurtxup ti about 6,000° Rankine.
The slender-ai@i.l method is modijied to employ an axwage
value of the ratw of 8petifi Lm#.8for a particukx @w ji.ek?.
Thi8 vimplifid nw!h.odha8 @8entiu/.lythe 8ame accurq for
imperfectqa.s jhni.was h counterpartha8for i.deul-gasjlowe.
An apjroxima.tej?owan.dyti b madeat m%mely highMach
numberswhere it ie indicgted thuth ratio of specij?cheaikmay
approach clo8e to 1. In thiz7me, it h found that the 8h0ck-
cxpansion nw!k.odmay be in cmwidawbie emor; however,.the
Bu.wmann methodfor the limii of in$nite free-8tream Mach
number and specific-ht ratio of 1 appear8 to apply w-i%
reasonableaccurq. .
INTRODUCI’ION
SmWdisturbrmce potentiql-flow theories have been em-
ployed widely, and for the most part successfully, for pre-
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dieting the pressures (and velocities) at the surface of an
airfoi.-in steady motion at low supersonic speeds. Thus the
linear theory of Ackeret (ref. 1) has proven particularly use-
ful in studying the flow about relatively thin, sharp-nosed
airfoils at small angles of attack, while the second+rder
theory of Busemann (ref. 2) has found application when
thicker airfoils at larger angles of attack were under consid-
eration. At highfree-stream Mach numbers the range of appli-
cabili@- of any potential theory is serioudy limited, however,
due to the production of strong shocks by even the relatively
small flow deflections caused by thin airfoils. The aswmp-
tion of potential flow is invalidated, of course, by the pro-
nounced entropy rises occurring through th~e shock.
This limitation on potential th~ries was early recognized
and led to the adoption (see ref. 3) of what is now commonly
called the shock-expansion method. The latter method de-
rives its advantage over potential theories, principally, by
accounting for the entropy rise through the oblique shock
emanating from the leading edge of a sharp-nosed airfoil.
Consequently, so long as the disturbed air behaves essen-
tially like an ideal gas, and so long aa entropy gradients
normal to the streamlines (due to curvature of the surface)
do not significantly influence flow at the surface, the shock-
expansion theory should predict the pressures at the surface
of an airfoil with good accuracy-it is tacitly assumed, of
course, that the flow velocity is everywhere supersonic, and
that the Reynolds number of the flow is sufhoiently large to
minimize viscous effects on surface preswres.
The departure of the behavior of air from that of an ideal
gas at the temperatures encountered in flight at l@h super-
sonic speeds has been the subject of some investigation in
the case of flows through oblique shock waves. In reference
4, the effects of thermal and caloric imperfections on the
prasmre rise across an oblique shook -wave were investigated
at sea-level Mach numbers of 10 and 20, and it was found
that these eflects decreaaed the rise by less than 5 percent
for maximum temperatures up to 3,000° R. (corresponding
to flow deflection angles up to 240). This decrease was found
to be due ahnost entirely to caloric impixfections, or changes
in vibrational heat capaciti~ of the air passing through the
shock wave. The changes in temperature and density of the
air -passingthrough the wave were affected to a considerably
greater extent. Subsequently, an inw+gation was carried
out by Ivey and Cline up to lMaoh numbers as high as 100
(ref. 5), using the results for normal shock waves obtained
by Bethe and Teller considering effects of dissociation (ref.
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6). As would be expected, the pressures were found
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to be
affected to a somewhat grhter ‘&tent at the higher Mach
numbers.
The extent i%which flow in the region of the leading edge
of an airfoil departs from the simple W-mdtLMeyer type
has also been investigated at high supemcmic airspeeds. If
the surface is curved, for example, to give an expanding
flow downstream of the leading edge, expansion waves from
the surface will interact with the nose shock wave, thereby
curving it and yielding a nonisentropic flow field. This
flow field may be characterized not only by disturbances
emanating from the surface but also by disturbance reflect-
ing to some extent from the shock wave back toward the
surface. The manner in which these phenomeqa dictate
shock-wave curvature and surface pressure gradient in
ideal-gas flows at the leading edge has been tieated by
Crocco (ref. 7) and more recently by Schaefer (ref. 8), lMunk
and Prim (ref. 9), Thomas (ref. 10], and others. In the
cams considered by Munk and Prim, it was found that sur-
face pressure gradients were less (ii absolute value) than
those obtained assuming Prandtl-Meyer flow at the higher
lMach numbers (i. e., Mach numbers greater than about 3)
although, generally, by no more than about 10 percent.
Since curved airfoils are likely to be of fundamental interest
at high flight speeds (see, e. g., ref. 11), the ef%cts of reflect+xl
disturbances would appear to merit further investigation,
both at the leading edge and as regards their influence on
the whole flow field. In addition, it would appear desirable
to consider eilects of gaseous imperfections through the field.
Such an investigation has therefore been undertaken in
the present report, using the method of characteristics to
obtain accurately flow fields and as a basis for obtaining the
more approximate methods of analysis. The method is
employed in a generalized form which allows caloric imper-
fections, as well as entropy gradients, in the flow to be con-
sidered at temperaturesup to the order of 5,000° R.—thermal
imperfections are neglected (see ref. 4. A 10-percent-thick
biconvti airfoil is treated at Mach numbers from 3.5 to
hdin.ity, and the results are compared with the predictions
of the shock+xpansion method, includ~ a simplified form
of the method applicable to slender airfoils at high Mach
numbers and a generalized form of the method including
effects of cnloric imperfections. In addition, flow” in the
region of the leading edge of curved airfoils is considered in
some detail. Values of the surface. pressure gradient and
shock-wave curvature are presented for a wide range of
Mach numbers and flow deflection angles.
SYMROLS
10Cd Spied Ofsound
chord
&mteris(& Wordinate (G positively inclined
and G negatively inclined with respect to ‘the
local velocity vector) .
section drag coefficient
section lift coefficient
section moment coefficient (moment taken about
leading edge)
pressure coefficient, ~
speciiic heat at constant pressure
specific heat at constant volume
curvature
Mach number (ratio of local velocity to local spood
of sound)
pr~e ratio, ~
static pressure
dynamic pressure “. ‘
gas constant
rectangular coordinates (in strearnlim diroo~ion
and normal to streamline direction, respec-
tively)
temperature, ‘R.
time
raultant velocity
distance measured from leading edge along airfoiI
surface
rectangnhu coordinates
angle of attack, radians unless otherwise spocificd
()
~1 , radiansMach angle, arc sin —
mtiO Of SpCCifiCheats, ~
(Average value of Y is -rC.)
flow deflection angle, rndi&s unless othorwim
spec$ed
angle between shock wave and flow direction just
downstream of shock wave, radians
molecular vibrational energy constant, ‘R. (6,600°
‘ R. for air)
ratio of shock-wave curvature to that given by tlm
shock-expansion method
mass density
+ shock-wave angle, radians .
ratio of surface pre9sure gradient to that given by
the shock-expansion method
ray angle for Prandtl-lMeyer flow, radinna
SUBSCBWP8
o . free-stream conditions
A,B,CJI conditions at dii7erentpoints in flow field
‘i ideal-gas quantitiw
iv .conditions at the L&ling edge immediately clown-
stream of the shock wave
s conditions on streamline
w conditions along airfoil surface
u- conditions along shock wave
SUPERSCRIPT
— - vector quantitie9
DEVELOPMENTOF METHODSOF ANALYSIS
GENERAL METHODS
~Method of charaateristios.—Two-dimensional rotation(d
supersonic flows have been treated by numerous authora with
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tlm aid of the method of characteristicaj and varioti adapta-
tions of the method have been found which are especially
suited for studying particular types of such flows. In the
cme. of steady flows in which atmospheric air does not behave
as an ideal diatomic gas, a very familiar and simple form of
the compatibility equations may be employed. To illustrate,
considor the Euler equation
(1)
the continuity equation ,
div (P~=O (2)
and the equation for the speed of sound (evaluated at con-
stant entropy)
~, dp
‘& (3)’
Rewriting equations (1) and (2) in the form of partial dif-
ferential equations and transforming the resulting expressions
to the characteristic, or C’l, Cz, coordinate system, there is
obtained, upon combination with equation (3), the following
relations for steady flow:
(4)
A simple addition or subtraction of equations (4) and (5)
then yields the compatibility equations (see, e. g., ref. 12)
(6)
Now, in reference 4 both caloric and thermal imperfections
of air wero considered, and it was found that the latter
imperfections 2have a negligible effect on shock processes in
atmospheric air, It may easily be shown that this conclusion
also applies to espansion processes and, for this reason,
caloric imperfections only are considered in detail in the
present paper. These imperfections become significant in
air at temperatures greater than about 800° R. and first
manifest themselves as changes in the vibrational heat
capacities with temperature. Thus, the specfic heats c, and
c, and their ratio y for the gas also change. , The equation of
state remains, however,
p=pRT (8)
and the speciiic heats are still related to the gas constant by
the expression
CV—C,=R (9)
f Thwnml hnpmfectfonaOWWY appear fn the form of fntermokular formsand molecular-
slra cl?ecisand may be accountedfor with addltkmal terms fn the eqnatkm of state.
Furthermore, it readily follows fim the differential energy
equation and these expressions that the speed of sound is
given by the simple relation
Combi@ug equations (8) and (10) and noting that
sin /3= a/V there is then obtained
N-=-2& (11)
Hence, on combining this equation with equations (6) and
(7), it is apparent that the familiar compatibility equations
and
(12)
(13)
also hold for the more general type of flow under considera-
tion. These equations are basic, of coume, to two-dimen-
siomd characteristics theory, and, as will be shown later, -
form a convenient starting point for developing simpler
theories of two-dimensional supersonic flow.
In order to apply equations (12) and (13), it is evident
that the manner in which -j and /3.or M are co~ected to p
or 3 must be known. Relations implicitly connecting these
variables at temperatures up to the order of 5000° R maybe
readily obtained from the results of reference 4 by simply
eliminating the terms therein accounting for thermal imper-
fections. Thus we have as a functiori of the
temperature and free-stream conditions
[
l+KW’L+L
l’=’Yi
()
82 ~err
1+(’yf——v ji (em- 1)21
local st&ic
(14)
and
For isentiopic flow along a streamline,
to the temperature by the expression
p _A(TJ
p. A(T)
(15)
the pressure is related
(16)
where
(17)
If there is a shock wave in the flow,3 in particular, a nose or
leading-edge shock, then the folknving additional relations
obtained with equations (8), (10), and (15) and the conditiom
$Ifthmarano shock!vave& k the .mWrfpt a fxreqnation (16) can,of course,be raplaeed
Wftb the antmcrlpto.
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for continuity of flow and conservation of momentum along
a streamline through the shock are also required:
and
1
tan 6=—
1
tan u 70M02
(pa/pQ)–l-l ‘
(19)
(20)
By use of the local static txxnperatureas a parameter, the
term 2Yp/sin 2P in equations (12) and (13) may now be
evaluated with equations (14) through (17). Equations (18)
through (20) define the initial conditions downstream of a
leading edge or other shock wave in the flow field. Thus,
equations (12) through (20) provide all the information
necessary to calculate the flow about an airfoil by, means of
the method of characteristics. As described in detail in
Appendix A, the calculations are of three general types:
(1) determination of conditions at a point in the flow field
between the shock and the surface; (2) determination of
conditions at a point on the surface; and (3) determination
of condition’s at a point just downstream of the shock. Case
(1) entails the use of both compatibility equations, whiIe
cnse (2) entails the use of the compatibility equation for a
second-family characteristic line in combination with the
equation of the airfoil surface, and case (3) involves the
compatibility equation for a first-family line in combination
with the oblique-shock equations.. With the aid of the three
general types of calculations, the entire flow field about an
airfoil can be built up numerically using a computing pro-
cedure working from the leading edge downstream. In cases
where changes in the vibmtional heat capacities with tem-
perature are neglected, the calculations are, of course,
simplifkd since -Yof the gas can be considered wnstant, and
temperature, pressure, and density ratios are simply the
ided-gas functions of Mach number.
‘Shock-expan&on method.-This method of calculating
supersonic flow of an idenl gas at the surface of _W airfoil is
well known, entailing simply the calculation of flow at the
nose with the oblique-shock equations and flow downstream
of the nose with the PrandtLMeyer equations. Determina-
tion of airfoil characteristic in this manner requires only a
small amount of time, of course, compared to that involved
when the method of characteristic is used, hence, the
advantage of the former method. The qu~tions arise,
however, as to exactly what the simplifying assumptions
underl@g the shock+xpansion method are, and what form
the method takes (for calculative purposes) when the gas
displays varying vibrational heat capacities.
The matter of simplifying assumptions may perhaps best
be considered by employing equations (12) and (13), the
basic compatibility equations. If these expressions are
re901vedinto
that
and
there is then
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the streamline direction and combined, noting
G=&(%+%)
ap
i
obtained the relation
(21)
(22)
[1
~aslac,
——
m_ a6/ac2 27P as
ati c1 -G (23)‘— I+&
defining the gradient of p alongs. If flow along stremnlirw
downstream of the nose is of the simple Prandtl-Moyer typo,
however, we have
(;4)
Hence, it is evident that the requirement for this type flow is
(26)
Equation (25) iq of co,urse,simply an approsinmte stmtamont
of a well-known property of Prandtl-Meyer flows; namely,
that flow inclination angles are essentially constant along
fit-family Mach lines. It follows from equation (12) that
if equation (25) holds, then the pressures will also be essen-
tially constant along these lines. 1{ does not follow, how-
ever, that the. Mach number will be constant or, for that
matter, that the first-family characteristic lines will be
straight (aa is the case for isentropic expansion flows about
a corner). In fact, it may easily be shown th& tho Mach
number gradient along Cl is proportional to the locnl entropy
gqdient normal to the streamlines and that the G lines me
curved according to the change in M. Thus we sm thnt
there is really only one basic assumption underlying the
shock-espansion method; namely, disturbances incident on
the nose shock (or, for tha~ matter, any other shock) ILm
consumed almost entirely in changing the direction of the
shock. In this regard, it is interesting to note that tlm
assumption of Thomas (ref. 13), that pressure is a function
only of flow deflection angle and entropy, is equivalent to
this wmmption. It follows, of course, that the most
general solution obtainable with Thomas’ series roprmenta-
tion of the pressure is that given by the shock-qmpsion
method.
With the assumption that all disturbances incident on tho
shock wave are consumed, it is evident that the shock-
expamion method provides a relatively simple means for
calculating the whole flow field about an airfoil, including
the eiTects of shock-wave curvature. The details of such
calculations are presented in Appendix B. In general, of
course, the vali@ty of this assumption and the ticcumcy of
the shock-expansion method can only be checked by com-
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parison of calculations using this method with those using
the method of characteristics.
The shock-expansion method for a calorically imperfect,
diotomic gas is rend~y deduced from the equations previ-
ously obtained. For example, flow conditions at the leading
. edge of an airfoil can be evaluated with the, obl.ique-shock-
wuve expressions (eqs. (18) through (20)) and the expression
for conservation of energy (eq. (15)). The variation of flow
inclination angle with pressure along the surface is then
obtahied by graphically integrating equation (24); namely,
8&!-i3N= s~st3in2P ~pp* %p (26)
where the variables y, p, and 13are evaluated using equa-
tions (14) through (17), employing the static temperature
as a parameter. When extreme accuracy is not essential,
this rather tedious calculation can be avoided, and a rela~
tively simple algebraic solution of the flow downstream of
tlm nose can be employed.4 The details of this solution
me presented in .Appendix C. In the special case of flo~
~t high supersonic speeds about slender airfoils, the whole
crdcukttionbecomes particularly simple and warrants special
attention.
If it is assumed that the local surface slopes are small
compared to 1 and, in addition,. that the free-stream Mach
number is large compared to 1, it follows that u and f? are
everywhere small compmed to 1. In this case, equation (24)
takes on the approximate form
dp “ I
~ ~=~pM (27)
Furthermore, if it is assumed that Y is constant at an average
vrdue ~=for a particular flow field (this assumption appears
reasonable since, in the temperature range up to 5,000° R,
the change in Y is less than about 15 percent), then the Mach
number and pressuremay be related by the simple expression
T.-1
()
~=u~ @ K
P
(28)
Equations (27). and (28) combine to yield the differential
equation
*N&)- d(zJ=d, (29)
which readily integrates (between N and S) to the form
Ps -[1-(qhi;)(l-:)]= (30)
ET
now denoting
-l’a—1~ MNtiN=j@do6J (31)
‘ and
~=g(Mo6N) ‘ , (32)
{The tabnlotcdm2uft2OfI+oyes(ref.14)my okmPr0V9m?fd fn tbfncamforMach
numbcm up to 3.
there is obtained from the oblique-shock equations, eimplifled
to conform with this analysis,.
f(M&)= Mc?q=– I
4(
2
)(
(33)
M&2+-
.=-l %~’””’-1)
and
27aMO%N2-(7=—1) “
g(MOaN)=
‘Y.+ 1
where
With equations (3o) through (35), the pressures on
face of an airfoil may easily be obtained. In terms of pres-
sure coefficient mehave
(34)
(35)
the snr-
“%ii7[(%9-11
(36)
or
c.=a{g(~o’”)[’-’(u”)(l(:)lal’}’} ‘3n
-The advantage of these slender-airfoil expressions lies, of
course, in their relative simplicity and, thus, the ease of
calculation which is inherent to them. It maybe noted in
this regard that the functions f(MoL$N) and g(M&) can ‘be
calculated once and for all with equations (33), (34), and (35),
provided the variation of Y. with &f& is lmown. This
calculation has been carried out for a constxmt value of -y
equal to 1.4 and for average values of y, assuming TO=5000
R.s The results are presented in table I.
It should also be noted that the slender-airfoil expressiomq
of the shock-expansion method satidy the hypersonic simi-
larity law for airfoils first-deduced by Tsien (ref. 15).0 A
necessary condition for the validity of these expressions is
thus satiefied; however, the accuracy of the shock-expansion
method, whether for slender airfoils or otherwise, remains to
be investigated.
METEODS FOR CALCULATING THE FLOW lN THE REGION OF TEE
.LRAD~Q EDGE
As was pointed out previously, pressure disturbances
emanating from tho surface of a curved airfoil int~act with,
and thereby curve, the leading-edge shock wave. The
geometry of thk phenomenon near the leading edge of a
convex airfoil is illustrated in figure 1. The pressure dis-
turbances horn the airfoil (expapsion waves for a convex
airfoil) travel along &et-family Mach lines Cl. In addition
to changing the inclination of the shockwave, the interaction
between these disturbances and the shock produces another
system of disturbances which travel along second-family
Mach lines Czhorn the shock wave to the surface.
Method of characteristics.-An exact solution for the sur-
face pres.suregradientandahock-wave curvature at theleading
5For a @van volne of T% Tx, to tbe ac?nraoy of MS a- is tie Meal-gasfnnctkm
af Mi.3x. Thn8, knowfng TN, -rH ma k dotormined. The,avemgovalueof y nmdlY
Y-=.@mO=(’rN+Ym.
6Thisfactwasemployed by Llnnell (ref. 16)to obtain an expresdonfor p~ cwfikkmt
cqnlvakmt to equation (37) for tbe camof constantT and to obtain explloit mlutfona for tlm
lffb drag, and pitcMnganoment cmfklenk of s@vanfafrfcih at byperwnfu sp+ids.
.
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FIGUREl.-Schematio _ of supersonic flow past a curved
dwp-nosa airfoil.
edge may be determined in the following manner. It is clear,
referring to figure 1, that the change in flow angle between
points A and C given by the compatibility equations (see eqs.
(12) and (13)) along the path ABC must equal the chinge
determined by the airfoil surface horn A to C.. Similarly,
the diilerence in pressure between points B and D given by
the compatibility equations along the path BCD must equaI
that determined by the change-in shock-wave inclination
between B and D. In reference 9, these conditions were
employed at the led.ing edge to obtain equations, in simple
parametric form, for determining the surface pressure
gradients and shock-wave curvatur~. These equations can
be written in the form
for the surface pressure gradient, and
Jsin(t?-u+a)+(w -
‘= (l+wx9;~:”-’)’‘3’)
for the shock-wave curvature, where
-1= [=%llpm-.+o] ,40,
atipes
[i%+(%ll ‘ho+”-’)
It should be pointed out that equation (38) is, of course,
equivalent to equation (23). ‘
A procedure for evaluating equations (38) and (39) for n
calorically imperfect, &atomic gaa, as well as for an ideal
gas, is presented in Appendix D. Siice they m-e exact for
two-dimensional, steady, inviscid flow, values of the surfrum
pressure gradient ,and shock-wave curv&me at the leading
edge, determined using these equations, may be put to two
uses. 13’imt,the accuracy of approximate methods of cal-
culating the flow field about a curved airfoil can be evaluated
at the leading edge by comparing the values of the surface
pressure gradient and shock-wave curvature predicted by
these approximate methods to the values obtained using
equations (38) and (39). Second, the pressure gradient ond
shock-wave curvature can be used to calculate tlm initial
points of a characteristic solution for the flow about an airfoil,
Shook-expansion method,-One approximate solution for
the surface preswqe gradient and shock-wave curvaturo has
already been indicated in the previous discussionof the shock-
expansion method. The requirement for the application of
the shock-expansion method is given by equation (26),
Henee, it is apparent that under this condition the oxpros-
sion for the surface pressure gradienL (eq. (38)) reduces to
(41)
Similarly, the. expression for the shock-wave curvaturo (eq.
(39)) reducm to
(42)
\(m/ .
It shoul~ be realized that the flow field is detwmined by
the basic flow equations in conjunction with the shock wavo
and airfoil surface as boundary conditions. Thus, the addit-
ional requirement for this shock-expaneion method of zero
pressure gr&lient along first-family Mach lima means that
one of the flow relations cannot be satisfied exactly (i. e., tlm
flow field is overdetermined). . Equations (41) and (42)
satisfy the shock relations and the airfoil surface M boun-
dary condition’; however, the compatibility equations me
only approximately satisfied. (See Appendix B.)
The error in surface pressure gradient associated with
neglecting the reflected disturbances might be expected to
be largest in the region of the leading edge of a curved airfoil
due to the close proximity of the shock wave and the surfrtco.
The magnitude of the error in this region may be deducocl,
of course, from the ratios of values of surface prwsum
gradient and shock-wave curvature given by the character-
istic method to those given by the shock-expansion method.
The surface-pressure-gradient ratio and shock-wavo-curvn-
ture ratio can be written (using eqs. (38) and (41))
amo,
——
*=
1 aipz
,amcl (43)
and (using eqs. (39) and (42))
atipcl
)Sin(bu+a)+(= ti(B+PL$)
, ‘= (’+w)ti@-”+’)
(44)
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rwpectively, A procedure for evaluating equations (43) and
(44) for the flow of a calorically imperfect gas.,as well as for
an ideal gas, is presented in Appendix D. (The application
of eq. (43) for anided gas has already been given in ref. 9.)
As was stated prevkdy, the pressure gradient and shock-
wave curvature can be used to calculate the initial points of
a chrmcteristic solution for the flow about an airfoil. It is
apparent that the initial points for a shock-expansion solu-
tion can -be found in a similar manner. With either type of
solution, flow conditions at an initial point on the surface
downstream of the leading edge can be calculated with the
aid of the appropriate value of the surface pressure gradient.
Similarly, the flow conditions at an initial point on the shock
wave can be obtained with the aid of the corresponding
valuo of the shock-wave curvature. Additional points can
be obtained between these two by linear interpolation. If
the two initial points are chosen as the ends of a iirst-family
Mach line, there is sufficient information available to deter-.
mine the curvature of this Mach line. Therefore, if detailed
knowledge of the flow in the region of the leading edge is re
quired, the surface, shock wave, and &at-family Mach line
crmbe appro.simated by circular arcs. (See ref. 17.)
INVESTIGATIONOF THE FLOVVABOUTAIRFOILSAND
DISCUSSIONOF lZESULTS
This study is divided into two sections: first, an investiga-
tion of the flow in the region of the leading edge of curved
airfoils; and second, an investigation of the complete flow
field about an esample airfoil. Each of these sections is
further subdivided into a consideration of the effects of
Mach number, assuming air behaves as an ideal gas, and
into a consideration of the combined eflects of Mach number
and gaseous imperfections. In the latter regard, the prin-
cipal emphasis is placed on the caloric imperfections pre-
viously discussed.
FLOWINTEEREGIONOFT= LBADR?GEDGEOFCURvl?llNRFO~
Ideal-gas flow.-The results of the calculations (using
eq. @4)) of the surface pressure gradient are presented in
table H and iigure 2.7 The values presented in the table are
for a range of Mach numbem from 1.5 to y and for leading-
edge deflection angles horn 0° to 45°. Where no value
appears in the table, the flow behind the shock wave is sub-
sonic. ” Corresponding results of the calctiations of surface-
pressure-gradient ratio are presented in table III and iigure 3.
J?romthese results it is seen that except near shock detach-
ment, the surface-pressure-gradient ratio variea only from
0.98 to 1.02 for lMach numbers less than 4. Therefore, very
little error will result from the use of the shock-espansion
method for the surface pressure gradiant at these lower
Mach numbers. For Mach numbers greater than 4 (even
f 0hart9 wei-eok prtsanted for surfme presmre gradfen~ mrfaa+~t rfwo,
end shookwave cnrvalum for ldesl+!asflows fn rekmm % however, the remfts @van in the
pi-rmnt report are mrnewhot more exknsfve. Tbesa@dts me ah presmted fa cmss-
plotted formsla referemm17.
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including o),* the ratio only vmies between about’ O.9”and
1.1 (again except near detachment) and, therefore, only small
error might be expected from the use of the shock-expansion
method. Near detachment, at the higher Mach numbers,
the surface-pr-ure-gradient ratio attains a very large range
of vrdues and the maximum value increases with Mach num-
ber. I?or these conditions, then, the use of the shock-ex-
pansion method for calculating the surface pressure gradient
at the leading edge would result in appreciable. error.
The flow along the surface is isentropic. Hence, it can be
shown that ~, the ratio of surface pressure gradient to that
given by the generalized shock+ucpansionmethod, is also the
velocity-grdent ratio, the Mach number gradient ratio, the
Mach angle gradient ratio, the densi~-gradient ratio, and
the temperature-gradient ratio. hy of these ~dients may
be found, then, by calculating the gradient, using the shock-
expmsion method and applying the appropriate value of ~.
This property of the ratio #makes it useful in the application
of the method of characteristics with any of the coordinate
systems commonly employed in the compatibility equations.
The results of the calculations of shock-wave curvature
$For the pmtfcnk cassof lmlnite free-mreamlfa~ nnmlmr end KZII deiktfm mgle,tbe
pmsmm-gmdfent ratfe k donble valad. From WInatkm(De), it k aprarmt that * b onlty
or m dsEwifcm. YeL at fmlnfte Mach nmnbsr. # apprmdm
+le=~e
deileden sngle apprmclms u?im.
1
.
(eq. (D5)) are presented in table IV and figure 4.’ Similarly,
the results of the calculations of shock-wave-curvature ratio
(eq. (44)) are presented in table V and figure 6. Except near
detachment, the curvature ratio varies from 0.92 to 1.08 for
all Mach numbers including OY.1° Thus, only small errors
would result horn using the value of the shock-wave curvrL-
ture given by the shock-expansion method for all flow con-
ditions except near shock deta&ment.
Calorically-imperfeot-gas flows,-With increasing Mach
number and leading-edge slope, the temperature ratio across
an oblique shock wave increwwa as shown in figure 6. As
the temperature behind the shock wave increases, the be-
havior of air diverges from that of an.ideal gas as discussed
previously. Below 800° R., the’divergence is not significant,
and the equations for ideal-gaa flow can be applied with only
minute errors rew.dting. Above 800° R., the energy of the
vib~tional degrees of freedom of the gas molecules is appre-
ciable and becomes greater with increasing tempemtum.
l?or these conditions, the specific heats and their ratio vary,
significantly with temperature. The equations developed
previously consider these effects and permit the extension of
the solution for surface pressure gradient and shock-tirme
curvature to the case of calorically imperfect gases. These
. .
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FIGURE5.—Variationof shook-wave-curvatureatiowithIeading+dge
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FIGURD&-Varfation of leading+dge deflection angle with free-stream
Mach numberfor variousvaluea of the tempemture ratio.
equations are valid for temperatures up to the order of 5,0000
R. I’or a free~tream temperature of 500” R., therefore, the
shaded area between lines of constant temperature ratio of
-1.5 and 10, in figure 6, represents the range of conditions for
which the method developed in this report for the flow of a
&atomic, calorically imperfect gas would apply.
The excitation of the vibrational degrees of freedom of the
gas molecules requires n finite number of collisions, causing
the well-known heat-capacity lag discussed in references
5 and 6. The flow distance (i. e., along the streamline)
required to establish equilibrium is usually small in dense air
and will be considered infinitesimal in this report. Also, the
dissociation of air (see ref. 6) will not be considered here.
Since the free-stream static temperature is an additional
parameter in calculations of flow of imperfect gases, only n
limited number of calculations of (1/KJ (dP/dW), ~, .Q.K,
and K were made. The purpose of these calculations is to
compare the variations of these quantities with the values
as given by the ideal-gas-flow computations. The calcula-
tion foIIowed the procedure described in Appendix D. A
free-stream static temperature of 5000 R. was used. The
results of these calculations are presented in table VI for
various Mach numbers and leading-edge deflection angles.
The surface pressure gradients for an ideal gas and for a
calorically imperfect, diatonic gas are compared in figure 7.
In all cases calculated, the gradient is smaller for the im-
perfect gas and diverges gradually, with increasing free-
stream AMachnumber and deflection angIe, from the value
of the gradient for an ideal gas. This &vergence is consist~t
with the increasing effects of the caloric imperfections due
to the increasing temperature behind the shock wave.
The surface-pressure-gradient ratio for the imperfect gas
is compared in figure 8 with the ratio for an ideal gas. The
surface-prwsure-gradient ratio is smaller for $npwfect-gas
flows than for ideal-gas flows indicating that the effects of
shock-wave and expansion-wave interaction are greater.
This result is attributed, in pait, to the fact that the angle
between the shock wave and the airfoil surface is smaller for
4
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imperfecbgas flows than for ideal-gas flows. The difference
between the imperfect- and ideal-gas calculations increases
with increasing Mach number and deflection angle, as might
be expected. In the range of Mach numbers and flow deflec-
tion angles investigated, however, the extreme values of *
differ only by about 5 percent (see fig. 8). Thus, it is appar-
ent that w-bilethe shock~ansion method will not bo quite
as accurate for calorically-imperfect-gas flows as for idenl-gaa
flows, the method will not be expected to be invalidated.
A divergence with Mach number and deflection anglo is
also apparent in figure 9 in which the shock-wwve curvatures
for an ideal gas and a calorically imperfect, diatonic gas are
compared. This divergence is compatible with the change
in surface pressure gradient due to the caloric imperbc.tions
of the gas. The shock-wave-curvature ratio for a calorically
imperfect, diatomic gas and this ratio for an ideal gas me
shown in figure 10. Again, it is seen that the effect of caloric
imperfection is to increas.6 the effects of shock-wawe and
expansion-wave interaction.
COMPLETE PLOW FIELDS
Ideal-gas flows.-The effects of Mach number of primary
interest here are, of course, ‘those which result from the inter-
action between the leading-edge (or other) shock wave and
small disturb~ces originating on the surface of an airfoil,
Although the reflected disturbances that are the product of
this interaction will have the largeat effect on the flow nom
the leading edge, their influence on the complete flow field
about an airfoil also -warranta investigation. Further in-
sight into these effects can be obtained in the region just
downstream of the shock wave without regard for the shapo
of the airfoil producing the shock. To this end, it is con-
. . a8/acl
—=—w (seeq. (26))
‘timt h ‘wider ‘e ‘t10a8/ac,
which may be termed “the disturbance strength ratio” since,
in the region under consideration, it is a mmaure of the rutio
of strengths of disturbances reflected from the shock wam
to ,disturbances incident on the wave. This ratio moy be
evaluated with equation (4o). This calculation has been
carried out for Mach numbers from 3.5 to co (7=1.4) ml
flow deflection anglea approaching those corresponding to
shock detachment (i. e., Ma = 1), and the results me pre-
sented in figure 11. It is evident that except near ill,= 1,
Deflection angle, 8, degrees
FImJREIIl.—Variation with deflection angle of the disturbancestrength
ratio behind an oblique shock wave for various free-stnmm Mnch
numlxm (7=1.4).
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the ratio is small (in absolute value) compared to 1 through-
out the entire range considered-this observation also ap-
plies, of course, at lower supersonic Mach numbers. Thus
it is indicated that almost all of an incident disturbance is
gwmrrdly absorbed in the shock ,wave, provided the air be-
haves like an ideal diatonic gas. This result is substan-
tially the same, of course, as that which is assumed in deriv-
ing the shock-expansion method of calculating flows about
airfoils, rmdtherefore yields additional credence in the method
for high Mach number as well as low Mach number applica-
tions. It should also be noted that this result is contrary
to that obtained by Lightbill (ref. 18), who reports that for
hypmsonic’ flOWS(JMOb>l) a disturbance ,is reflected from
a shock wave with opposite sign but essentiallyundiminkhed
strength. Lighthill’s conclusion is based on an incorrect
evaluation of his results for the case of very high Mach
numbm.
As an over-all check on the shock-expansion method,
surface pressure distributions calculated thereby are com-
pared in figure 12 with those obtained with the method of
characteristics for a 10-percentAhick parabolic-arc biconvex
airfoil (a= 0°) operating at free-stream Mach numbers of
3.5, 10, and m. (Additional calculations presented in ref.
19 were also perfomaed for .MO=5, 7.5, and 15.) Predictions
of the slender-airfoil approximation to the former method
for high supersonic speeds are also shown. There is no
apparent difference between the pressure distributions giveh
by the method of characteristics and the shock-expansion
method at a Mach number of 3.5; at a Mach number of 10,
and more so at iniinite Mach number, however, the latter
method predicts pressureswhich are slightly low downstream
of the nose.. This result would be deduced from iigure 11
where it is observed that, at the Mach numbers under con-
sideration, expansion waves incident on the nose shock wave
am reflected back toward the surface as compression waves
of ‘relatively small but increasing strength with increasing
Mach number. The effect of these waves does not become
pronounced even at infinite Mach number (see fig. 12 (c))
and it can be seen, upon comparison of these results with
those presented previously for the pressure-gradient ratio
(seo fig. 3) that the effect of the reflected waves dissipate
somewhat downstream of the nose. The shock-expansion
method is thus further substantiated as being a reliable
simplified method for predicting the flow about airfoils at
high supersonic speeds, again, so long as the air behayea as
an ideal diatomic gas. The further simplified slender-airfoil
method also appears to be a good approximation over the
entire range of Mach numbem,ll although, as would be ex-
pected from the assumptions made in its development, it is
in somewhat greatar error than the shock-expansion method
at lower Mach numbers.
The shape of the shock wave given by the shock-~ansion
method, aa presented in Appendix B, is compared in figure
13 with the shape given by the method of characteristic
for the biconvm airfoil at iMO=m. (These shock wav~
correspond to the pressure distributions given in fig. 12 (c).)
The shock-expansion method gives a reasonably good
~The hybrfd erpnmfon for pressnrecoe.ftlclontobtafned by Ivey end Oflne ~ EJglvm
rmmnably gad swzdte ak, elthougb not es acmsretaes tbe slend~fl metbcd at the
blgber MRch nmnbixe under conefdcration.
—Method of characteristics
.08 --—––Shack-expansion method
—- —Slender-oirfall method
I I
#
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Chordwise station, x/c
(a) iWO=3.5 -
(b) A&lo
(o) M.= -
FIGURE12.—Pressure distribu~an ‘on M-psrcant-tbiok biconvex air-
foil mction for varioue free-stream Mach.numbers at U=OO.
approximation to the shock-wave shape tiough, as would
be expected from the results given in figure 5, the curvature
is somewhat too small. (A procedure for getting a closer
approximation to the shock-wave shape is also given in
Appendix B.) It can be seen, however, that this method of
determining the shock-wave shape is far better than the
assumption of a straight shock wave that is often awociated
with the shock-~ amion method. Evidently, then, the
shock-expmsion method can also be used to calculate the
flow in regions away from the airfoil surface. (See Appendix
B.) .
—
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FIGURE 13.-Shape of the shook wave for lo-percent-thick biconvex
airfoil section at a=OO and Mo= OY. “
The relative accuracy at high Mach numbers of the
slender-airfoil method and linear and second-order potential
theories ma-ybe seen in figure 14. As might be expected, the
slender-airfoil “method is more accurate than linear theory
at both MO= 5 and 15 and more accurate than second-order
tieory at J40= 15. It is perhaps surp@ng to note, however,
that at the lower Mach number of 5, the Slendw-airfofl
method is also somewhat superior to the second-order theory.
The pressure distributions of @ures 12 and 14 have been
employed to calculate the zero-lift drag of the biconvex
airfoil, and the results of these calculations, along with
~dditional predictions of the d.iihrent methods, are shown
in fimre 15. Predictions of the shock-expansion method are,
. of c&rse, in best agreement with those of the method of
characteristics; while the slender-tioil method, although
slightly less accurate than the shock-expansion method, is
apparently superior to both linear and second-order theories
at Mach numbers above 3.5.
The preceding iindinga verify that, so long as the dis-
turbance strength ratio is small compared to 1, the flow
along streamlines is essentially of the Prandtl-lMeyer type.
If we choose, on the basis of these tidings, a maximum
.
. b3PC1 of 0.06 (note the maximum mdue ofabsoSutevalue for ~6 ,+
b~PCl for the case9 prwented in fig. 12 wm approximately
aap c,
0.06 at Mo= co), the region in which the shock-expansion
method is applicable can readily be obtained from figure 11.
The upper boundary line of this reggon is shown in iigure 16,
and it is evident that it lies only slightly below (about 1°,
in general) the line corr=ponding to shock detachment givan
approximately by the M= 1.0 he. Almost the entire
region of completely supersonic (ided gaa) flow is then
covered by the method. (See shaded ara- of & 16.) The
range of applicability shown in figure 16 is appreciably
larger than that indicated by Rand (ref. 20) who required
. .
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that &e entire flow field b’s of the true Prandtl-Meyer type
(i. e., that all flow properties be constant along iimt-frunily
Mach lines ud not just 6 and p). The results presented in
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figures 12and 13 show, however, that this restriction is not
necessmy.
The question naturally arisesconcerning the corresponding
range of applicability of the slender-airfoil method. This
question may be answered, in part, by comparing separately
the predictions of the method for oblique-shock flows and
expansion flows with those of the exact oblique-shock
equations and Prandtl-Meyer equations. Such a corn-’
pmison is shown in figure 17 in terms of the percentage
Free-stream. Mach number, M.
(a) Oblique+hock-wavo flOWS.
(b) Espansion flows.
FmunD 17.—Acouraoy of slender-airfoil method in predicting presum
coefficient (7=1.4).
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FIGURE18.—PrwauN distribution on lf)-percent-thiok biconvox airfoil
section for varioue angles of attack at .iio= 10 (7= 1.4).
error in the pressure coefficients predicted by the slender-
airfoil method. & would ~be expected, this method does
not exhibit good accuracy over the wide range of appli-
cabili~ of the shock-exption method; however, it is
indicated that it should predict pressure coeihcients with
less than 10-percent error down to Mach numbers as low
as 3 for airfoils producing flow deflections up to as high m 25°.
& a further check on the utiLity of the slender-airfoil
method, the pressure coefficients on the lo-percenbthick
biconvex airfoil have been calculated with this method and
the shock-expansion method “at a Mach number of 10 and
angles of attack up to about 30”.U The results of this
calculation are shown in @ure 18 (see fig. 12 (b) for a=Oa)
n Thew mndftkna em wfthln the reuse of appllmbfflty of the sbe&-expwMIcmmethed
esdedned lndgurel ejhenqthense of themethod esalweofcmn~n wmnsjastlded.
Stnos the slmck+xpensfonmethod k fm ks tdfaw to apply then the metlmd of chereoter
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where it is seen that the agreement is reasonably good, even
at the highest angle of attac?r. This fact is reflected in
figure 19 showing the force and momant coefficients for the
airfoil as a function of angle of attack. Little diilerence
is observed in the force coefficients as calculati by the
two methods, while the momant coefficients display more
pronounced but, nevertheless, small differences at the
higher angles of attack.
From these and previous considerations, the ranges of
applicability of the shock-~ansion and slendw-airfoil
methods for supersonic ideal-gas flows are reasonably well
established. It remains now to determine the mamm and
extent to which gaseous imperfections in the flow at highm
supersonic speeds may alter these ranges, and the reasons
therefor.
Imperfect-gas flows.— k a fit step toward investigating
the effects of gaseous imperfections on the high Mach
number flows undar consideration, it is convenient to dand
a8jaCl
our consideratiori of the disturbance strength ratio —a8/acr2
It is recalled that when air exhibits a constant value of Y
equal to 1.4 (the value for an ideal &atomic gas), the diaturb-
anca strength ratio is small at arbitrarily large Mach “num-
bers, provided the flow deflection eagles are not too close
to those for shock detachment. One of the most important
effects of gaseous imperfections is, however, to decrease Y
o! the disturbed air beJow t&s value due to the excitation of
additional degrees of freedom (e. g., vibrational) in tho
molecules at ‘the high temperatures encountered at high
Mach numbers. Indeed, at arbitrarily high Mach munbera
it might be expected that y of the disturbed air would
approach 1, since the numb~ of degrees of freedom may
effectively become very large (see, e. g., refs. 3 and 6).- In
this case, howevq,, the extent of the disturbance flow field
is decreased to a layer at the surface of the body which is
negligibly thin compared to that for the ease of idml-gas
flow. ‘ Thus, it is apparent that significant changes in the
flow about airfoils at high Mach numbem may result from
decreaaeain Y of the disturbed air; hence, the effects of such
deoreaaeson the disturbance strength ratio would appmr to
warrant attention.
A detailed analysis of these effects is impractical at the
present time, due to the limited range over which the vari-
ation of -ywith temperature is accurately known. Even in
the range where this variation is so known, the additional
complication ‘required to consider the tiects of variable Y
and the addition of another independent parameter (free-
stream temperature) make extensive calculations of the
disturbance strength ratio impractical. However, some
knowledge of these e%ects can be gained by performing the
calculations for one free-stream Mach number and tem-
perature. Such calctiations have be8n carried out d o
Mach number of 10 for a free-stream temperature of 600°
R. and the results are presented in figure 20. The curve for a
calorically imperfect gaa cannot be extended to shock
detachment because the temperature behind the shock wave
exceeds that for which the &lorically-imp@ec&gas equations
are valid. It can be seen that tho cfEectof the caloric im-
perfection of air is to inorease the value of the disturbrmce
strength ratio and that the effect increaaes”with increasing
temperature or decreasing y. However, it appeam that if Y
does not deoreaae appreciably below 1.3, aa‘in this cam, the
disturbance strength ratio is still small compared, to unity.
It might be expected, therefore (s.spreviously found for flow
in the region of the leachng edge), that the shock-expansion
method would continue to predict the flow about complete
airfoils with reasonable accuracy. This point has been
checked with the methods developed previously for anrdyzing
the flow of a calorically imperfect, diatomic gas at local air
temperatures up to ~bout 5,000° R. (note y has a value only
.08
t?luN .- - .-—- -
—,Ucul yu>
‘Caloricollv imoerfect aas. Z = 50@ R Ill
-.12 . . .,- 1a!0
c
2 -.16 “
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DeflectIan angle, 8, degrees
FIGURE20.—Effect of the calorfa imperfections of air on the disturbance
strength ratio at Mo=1O and 2’0=6000 R.”
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— / — Methad of characteristics
.6 ,1
—-— Shock-expansion melhad
/ Ideal gas,
.70
---— Shock- expansion method
.2 .4 .6 .8 Lo
Chordwise station, XIC
. .
~IG~E 21,—Pressun3 distribution on lower surface of 10-percent-thiok
biconvexairfoilseotion at JW=1O, T0=500° R, a=19.9°.
slightly less than 1.3 at this temperature). In particular, the
pressure distribution on the lower surface of the biconvex
airfoil at MO= 10, a=19.9°, and TO=5000 R. (TN=4000° R.)
has been calculated with both the method of characteristic
and the shock-expansion method.13 The restdts of these
crdculationsarepresented in figure 21, and it would appear that
the conclusions drawn from we 20 aresubst.smtiated. (Due
to the lower temperatures, pressures in the expansion flow
about the upper surface are not influenced by caloric imper-
fections and, hence, are the same as shown in iigure 18,@).)
For these same conditions, the ahapea of the shock waves
given by the shock-expansion method and by the method of
chrmacteristica(both for a calorically imperfect gas) are com-
pared in figure 22. Just as in the case of ideal-gas flows, the
shock-expansion method gives a good approximation to the
shock-wave shape, far better than the assumption of a
straight shock wave. Thus, it is seen that the conclusion
dmwnfromfigure 20 should also apply for the use of the shook-
e.xpansionmethod to calculate the flow field away from the
airfoil surface.
Shown also in figure 21 is the pressure distribution ob-
tained by the shock-expahsion method for an ideal gas
(Yi= 1.4). It is apparent, on comparing this pressure distri-
bution with the other distributiona, that although the effect
of caloric imperfections on the disturbance strength ratio
is small, the pressuresare appreciably reduced by the @crease
in speciiic heats. The extent of this reduction is more coti-
pletely illustrated in figure 23 where the lower-surface pres-
sure distributions on the biconvex airfoil are presented for
MO=10 and T0=500° R., at a=OO, 10°, 19.9°, and 30°. As
one might expect, the reduction in pressures increases with
angle of attack (due to the corresponding increase in static
temperature of the disturbed air). The pressure coefficiwts
calculated with consideration of the imperfections in the gas
are less on the lower surface (up to 6 percent at the leading
edge and 16 percent at,the trailing edge) than those calculated
assuming the gas behavea ideally. The upper-surface prea-
u Far added m.. of crdadsthmtbe expmion motkxl of Appmilx O was employed. Thfs
method b Me-oemployed in sll .snk@ent wdcalatkmeof tbh type docsit bas bwn found ta
yfeld resaltsdlllerlngbylem tbnn 1peremt from thosaobtafnedby themore @dfanegmpblcal
fntegrotlon metbad.
sures are againunaffected by the calokc imperfections of air
in all the cases presented (except at cs=OO)since this surface
experience lower pressures and, hance, 10WWtemperatures.
They me therefore the same as shown in figure 18. Shown
also in figure 23 are the pressure distributions calculated
with the slender-airfoil method for Y=ya. The accuracy of
this simplified method is substantially the same as was pre-
viously observed for the corresponding method in the case
of ideal-gaa flows, although the local error may be greater
than the reduction in pressure coefficients due to the caloric
imperfections of air.
The force and moment coefficients, corresponding to the-
lower-surface pressure distributions shhm in figure 23 and
the upper-surface distributions of figure 18, are presented in
figure 24. The reduction in the lower-surface pressures
leads, of coume, to a general reduction in all three coefficients
(up to about 10 percent for a=30°). The slender-airfoil
method again predicts these coeihcients with surprising
accuracy.
In order to furth&rassessthe accuracy of the slender-airfoil
method, some additional calculations were carried out for the
biconvm airfoil at a=OO and AfO=20 and 30. The pressure
distributions for these cases were calculated by the shock-
expansion method, slender-airfoil method (7=-yJ, and
slender-airfoil method (y=Yi). These results are presented
in iigure 25, and it is observed that the use of y=rather than;
yi improves the accuracy of the slender-airfoil method.
The extent of this improvement in the ease of drag coefficient
is shown in iigure 26; it would appear that predictions of the
slender-airfoil method (Y=YJ and shock-tmpansion method
are in w good agreement aa for ideal-gas flows (see fig. 15).
On the basis of these and previous results, it may be con-
cluded, then, that not only does the shock-expansion method
retain its range of applicability w-hen air exhibits caloric
imperfections, provided y of the disturbed air is not appre-
ciably less than 1.3, but also the slender-airfoil method
(Y=Y.) re~fi i~ -e of appli~bilib.
It would be surprisii indeed, however, if this conclusion
continued to apply aa y of the disturbed fluid approached 1
-.16
-.[2
Q.
3
;--.0s
cE
G
-.04
0- .2 .4 .6 .8 Lo
Chardwise slatlan, .7/c
I?mrrm 22.-Shap3 of the shock wave for lo-pment-thiok biconvex
airfoil seotion at a=19.9°, Mo=1O, 2? ’0=500° IL
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Mpc, .
since, as i+lieated previously, - mcreaseawith deereas-
idg ~. Although the mamnerin which y vazies with tempera-
ture is not known in this range, some knowledge of these
effects can be gained by repeating the ideal-gas calculations
for constant values of 7 between 1.4 and 1.0.14 Such calciila-
tions have been carried out for infinite Mach number since,
b6pC1 ~ its
‘thin’-
maximum value for a given -Y,
and the results are presented in figure 27. It is seen that
except near detachment, the disturbance strength ratio in-
creasea with decreasing -Y. This increase is slow at tit;
aapc,l for example, the value of =, is still less than 0.1 &
-f= 1.3. This result is in agreement with the previous eon-
ltfj~~~~~wpy isn@giblgsmdlmnlprelto the-~~of@~*
tnrki fluld at thehigh Ms& nmnheiaof Interedtsnd, hence,T of this llnld dmsnot fnsluenca
the flow, this appimch wrrespands to employtng an aversge value of 7 for the d-t=xl
flldd.
elusion regarding casea where 7 is greater than 1.3. How-
a6pel
‘VW’ balao, continues to increase m 7 decreases, and) h
fact, approached 1 as v approaches 1. The effect on pressure
distributions of this incimse in the strength of the reflected
disturbances may also be investigated by using the ideol-gaa
relationships in combination with appropriate valuea of y.
The limiting case of infinite free-stream Mach number and
y= 1.(I (for tie distmb~d fluid, see footiote 14) h~ tdr~ady
been investigated by Busemann (ref. 21) and more recently
by Ivey, Khmker, and Bowen (ref. 22). In “this case, as
pointed out previously, the shock wave emanating from the
leading edge remains attached to the surface downstrmm of
the leading edge, (this is easily verified with the oblique-
shook-wave equations), wd the disturbance flow field is
eonf.ned to an infinitesimally thin layer adjaccmt to the
surfaca In addition, the velocity along a streamline down-
stream of the shock is constant, as may easily be shown with
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the compatibility equations. Surface pressures therefore
become a simple function of airfoil geometry
J
0,=2 sin’ 68+2 COS & ~ ;ain 6S dz (45)
varying, to a first approximation, directly with the square
of tho component of free-stream veloci~ normal to the sur-
face (i. e., the flow is approximately of the Newtonian
corpuscular type). WMI this theory, then, rmd the method
of characteristics, we can ,get an idea of both the extent to
which changes of Y from 1.4 toward 1 will alter surface
pressures, and the accumcy with which the shock-expansion
theory predicts the alterations. To this end, figure 28 is
presented showing the pressure distributions about the
biconvex airfoil at Mo= co m calculated by the several
methods for diilerent values of 7. It is observed that,
wlmens the shock-expansion method agreea very closely
with the method of characteristics for -t= 1.4, there is a
large diilerence at 7=1.05. This, of course, is precisely
what one would expect from the previous discussion of the
disturbance strength ratio. On the other hand, if the two
characteristics solutions and the Busemann method are
considered in order of decreasing Y, it is indicated that the
characteristic solutions approach the Busemsrm theory as
7 approached 1. For ~= 1.0 and ~WO=o the shock+xpmsion
method, in turn, predicts a discontinuous pressure distribu-
tion with a pmasurecoefficient equal to that of the Busemann
theory at the leading edge but a pressure coefficient of zero
at ill points downstream of the leadiug edge. Hence, it
may be concluded that when the free-stream Mach number
~pproaches infinity and -Y approaches 1, the Busemrm.n
method rather than the shock-expausion method for calcu-
lating the flow about airfoils should be employed.
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CONCLUSIONS
Inviwid flow about curved airfoils at high supe~onic
speeds was investigated analytically, first asmming air be-
haves as an ideal gas, and then assuming it behaves as a
thermally perfect, calorically imperfeot gas. This study has
led to the following conclusions:
1. So long as air behaves as an ideal gas, the shock-
expaneion method may be used with good accuracy to pre-
dict the flow about a curved airfoil up to arbihrily high
Mach numbers, provided the flow deflection angks are
about 1° or more below those corresponding to shock detach-
ment. This conclusion applies not oply to the determina-
tion of surface pressure distributions, but also to the deter-
mination of the whole flow field about the airfoil.
2. An a~proximation to the shock-expansion method,
applicable to ideal-gas flows about slender airfoils at high
1
j
1
1
i
1
(
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FIcmm 28.—Preseure dfetribu~on on lo-percent-thiok biconvex airfoil
section at Mo= w and a=OO.
Mach numbers, predicts pressure coefliciente in error by lees
bhan10 percent for lMach numbem above 3 and flow deflec-
tion angles up to 25°. *
3., So long aa caloric imperfections of air do not decrease
the mtio of speciiic heats appreciably bedQw1.3 (correspond- ‘
ing to air temperatures up to the order of 5,000° R.), the
shock+xpansion method, generalized to include the effects
of these imperfections, is substantially as accurate as for
ideal-gas flows. The principal effect of caloric imperfections
is to reduce pressure cooflicien~ by as muoh as 15 percent,
The slender-airfoil method can also be made as accurate as
for ideal-gas flows by employing an average value of the
ratio of specific heats.
4. If the ratiQof speciiic heats approached 1, as it may at
extremaly high Mach numbem, the shock-expansion method
cah be in considerable error. In this case, the Buseman.u
method for flow in the limit of idinite Mach number and
speci13c-heatratio of 1 applitwwith reasonable accuracy,
&mi3 AERONAUTICAL LabOratOry,
NATIONAL ADVISORY CoMMImvm FOR AERONAUTICS,
MOFFIWT FIELD, CALIF., Januu.ry9, 1962?.
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.APPENDIX A
METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICSFOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL
FLOW OF A CALORICALLYIMPERFECTGAS
In the application of the method of characte~tics for a
calorically imperfect, did.omit gas to the particular problem
of analyzing the flow about curved two-dimensional airfoils,
many of the cxdculations are identical to those encountered
in the solution of any problem where characteristics theory
is employed. Since the details of these calculations are well
lmown and well reported (see, e. g., ref. 12), they will not be
repented here.
A lattice-point system with an initial-vahe, numerical
computing procedure will be used. The form of the com-
patibility equations to be employed was developed pre-
viously; lGhowever, it is convenient for purposes of calcula-
tion to substi~te the pressure ratio, p/qO,into these equations
and to rewrite them as difference equations. Equhtions
(12) and (13) are thus reduced to the following forms:
bhk (dgO)A=–~d(~O–~A) (Al)
and
@/gO)c– (d&=AB(&-~B) (A2)
where
(A3)
It is also convenient to employ several reference curves.
These curves can be divided into two groups. The general
reference curves consist of Y and A(T) as a function of
temperature, T. Equations (14). and (17) are used to deter-
mine these curves. XLsecond set of shock-wave reference
curves consisting of p/go, u, and 6 w a function of tempera-
ture, T, are determined by use of equations @8) through
(20)—the valuea of To and M. are presumed known.
In the computations three @pea of points are encountered.
These are (1) rLpoint in the flow field between the shock
wave and the airfoil surface, (2) a point on the airfoil sur-
face, and (3) a point just downstream of the shock wave.
Each one of these types of points requires a-slightly di.iferent
computing procedure and they will b; considered in order.
POINT IN THE FLOW FIELD BETWEEN THE SHOCK WAVE k) THE
AIRFOIL SURFACE
Figure 29 (a) shows a schematic diagram of the system of
points to be considered in these calculations. Point C is
the unknown point at the intersection of the fit-family
characteristic line passing through point A and the second-
famiiy characteristic line passing through ‘point B. Six
quantities are known at both points A and B, ‘md the prob-
lem is to calculate these same quantities at point C. These
llThfs farm of the rom~tlblllty eqnatfenn (In P end J coxdlnetes) WBSfdm * fa ob-
tehdng some of the chomcteriWrs mlntbnn for fdeal-im flowe. The nmfority of tkw sin.
tloae were mrrfd OUGhowever, with the romr@tibUlty oqnatlanelnp, a,and entropy cmrdl-
rmtes,slam It WIMfound that grmter aemraoy was nsaeIfy obtafned far a given net &.
In gmeml, thenot* omploywl yiefded pmsmre9atfr0m ftIt0S5mwface p31ntkanenalrf0ff
with o mnrfmom enur in thocmrespmdlngpressara mffldantieqllal tolemtlmrll~tof
tho pre85nreamcimt at tha kmdlngedge.
qumtities are Z, y, 6, p/qO, T, and “T.. The fit five quantities
are of obvious signiikance. The sixth, T., is defined as the
static temperature, just downstremn of the shock wave, on
thQstreamline passing through the point C.
The physical coordinates of the point C(w, yc) may be
determined by standard procedure such as those given in
refermce 12. In order to determine the quantity L$c,it is
necessary to solve equations (Al) and (A2) simultaneously,
Equation (Al) or (A2) is then used to obtain @/qo)a.
There remains only the problem of detwmining TC and
TTOat point C. The temperature T~Cis obviously constant
/c >“”’
A“”
(a) Point in field.
(b) Point on surface.
(c) Point on shook wave.
Fmmm 29.—Diagram of point system in the method of characteristics
. - for the two-dimensional flow of a calorically imperfect ~
%7
--—— ————
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along the streamline through C. This quantity may
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there-
fore be calcuhted in the same manner as &-e entropy is
calculated in similar flow fields for ideal-gas processes (see,
e. g., ref. 12). Furthermore, since the flow along stream-
lines downstream of the shock wave is isentropic, equation
(16) may be applied in the form . .
(PIdc_A@”J
(P/gO)Cc WC)
(A5)
The pressure, @/qJ~=, is defined in a manner analogous to
TCO, and may thus be determined using the shock-wave
reference curves and the known value of Tmc. Similarly,
A(T~c) maybe determined from the general reference curves.
The only unlmown in equation (A5) then is A(TC) which
may now be calculated. Once A(TC) is determined, To may
be determined by again using the general reference cuhwa.
All six quantities, %, YC,&, (.p/& Tc, and T~c have now
been determined.
POINT ON .THE AIRFOIL SURFACE
Figure 29(b) shows a schematic diagram of the points to
be considered in these calculations. The physical coordi-
nates of point C(%, yc) are tit calculated by solving sinml-
t.aneously the equation of the second-family lMach line
passing through point B and the equation of the airfoil
surface. When w and y. have been determined, 3=is readily
obtained horn the equation of the airfoil surface. Equation
(A2) is”then applied to determine (p/qJc.
Since the airfoil surface is a streamline, T~c is constant
rdong the surface and maybe evaluated at the leading edge.
The temperature, Tc, may then be determined using equation
(A5) and the previously described procedure. All six quanti-
tia, % YC, WO)C, I% Tc, ad T.c, me thus determined.
In the special case of the fit point on the airfoil surface
downstream of the lending edge, the pressure ratio is calcu-
lated using the pressure gradient evalnated at the leading
edge. (See section Methods for Calculating the Flow in
the Region of the Leading Edge, and Appendix D.) Addi-
tional initial points in this region may be calculated by the
procedure previously described.
POINT ON THE SHOCK WAVE
Figure 29 (c) shows a schematic diagram of the points to
be considered in these calculations. The physical coordi-
nate of point C(z=, yc) are fit calculated by solving simul-
taneously the equation of the firs&family Mach line passing
through point A and the equation of the shock wave linem-
ized at point D, the last known point on the wave. The
variation of p/q. with 6along the shock wave maybe approxim-
ated by the relation
(ddC-@/gO)D= [%%’”-’”) “ ‘A’)
In this equation
[%’1 -
is the rate of change of p/qo
with 3 along the downshwm side of the shock wave evalu-
ated at point D. Because of the complicated nature of the
shock-wave equations, it is generally ehsier to evaluate
S*J1
graphically or numerically from the shock-wave
reference curyes; however, this derivative may also be evol-
uated from the equations giv~n in Appendix D. Equations
(Al) and (A6) are solved simultaneously for 6=,thus,
,a=’’’A+[*)b+gO)A)@(Afi
“+F%9
when 8=has been calculated, T= and, in turn, (p/qo)umoy be
determined from the shock-wave reference curves, Since
point C in this caae is just downstream of the shock wave,
Ta and T~Oare identical. The.six quantities, %, Vu, @/!40)oj
L?=,Z’c, and Tcc have now been determined.
l
.
.
.APPENDIX B
SHOCK-EXPANSIONMETHODFORCALCULATINGTHEFLOW
FIELDABOUTAN AIRFOIL
An initial-value procedure which is similar to, although
markedly simpler than, that associated with the method of
characteristics may be employed to carry out this calcula-
tion.l” To illustrate, consider figure 30. With the oblique
shock-wuve and expnsion equations, all fluid properties
wt points A, B, D, and so forth, on the airfoil surface-maybe
First-family (C,)
Mach lines-
\ \ \ \
Iwo \
A
Fxaum 30.-3 ahematio diagram of shock%xpaneion method for crd-
culating the flow field about an airfoil.
calculated in the usual manner. If point B is chosen close
to point A, the first-family (CJ Mach line connecting B to
point C on the shock wave may be considered straight and
inclined at an angle to the free stream equfd to ~~+b=.
Simihwly, the segment of the shock wave AC may be con-
sidered straight and inclined to the free-stream’ direction at
an angle of UA. Thus, the physical coordinates of point C
may be easily calculated. Since 3is assumed constant along
first-family Mach lines, 6=is equal to 6B. All fluid properties
at point C may be calculated from this known value of 60
with the oblique-shock-wave equations. In a similar
manner, the segment DE of the next iirst-family Mach line
is considered straight and inclined at SD+ 6D, and the
stremnline joining points C and E is considered straight and
inclined at &Y. The physical coordinates of point E are
therefore easily obtained. Since the flow along streamlines
downstmmm of the shock wave is isentropic and since the
pressure is also assumed constant along the .iirst.-famiPy
Mach lines (i. e., PE=PD), the fluid properties at point E
me readily obtained from the known properties at point C,
using the imntropic flow relationships. The construction
of the remainder of the flow field follows in a similar manner.
As was discumed previously, the assumption that 6 is
constant along first-family Mach lines is an additional con-
18It f.qclear, of m% that M avarega-wdue -WE could ok bo ~PbYd k bet,
Ibr tho sbmk.exPMabn methd, an Wernge-mluepremiumrwnlrmveryUtileadditional
mrnputntlondnm theflnfdPmmr&fasferaaratamofwJuts- beobWed fn@enrkntlY
of theirf)hyafcrdrmrdfontm.(Thedifferencein therweregsor bdtfal-valneproced~
CIPWNonly~ mmmtfw tie Pb’sbal rmmtm.) ‘1’hus,theslopesat bothendsof a
lbm segment era hewn ba&re the he k added te the mm@notion. No Iteretfmr, w m-
qufrod fn eharact8rM1ueolntfo~ b nmmmry fn thb ewe.
dition which, in general, overdetenninea the flow field. It is
possible, therefore, to calculate two values of the shock-wave
angle at each point on the shock, one assuming 6 is constant
and one assumingthe pressureis constant. These two values
will differ slightly and it can be shown that they will bracket
the correct value that would be given by the method of
characteristics. It is also relatively easy to show that if
the change in ~ (or ~) along C, given by the corresponding
charac&wisticsolution is small,l’ the true value of the ahock-
wtive angle lies just midway between the two values given by
the different assumptions. It is apparent then that a
closer approximation to the shock-wave shape can be easily
obtained by simply averaging the values of shock-wave
angle determined by assuming 6is constant and by msumingp
is constant. The increasein accuracy is illustrated in figure 31
for the biconvex airfoil at IWO=~. The aVera@g pmc~we
gives a shock-wave shape that is closer to that given by the
method of characteristic by 60 to 80 percent. The increase
in computation time (at least for ideal~as flows) is negligi-
ble. In this regard, it is interesting to note that the shock-
expansion solutions require les9ihan 20 percent the computa-
tion time of the characteristic solutions.
The shock-expansion method is applicable to the determi-
nation of the flow not only in the region adjacent to the
airfoil (whether concave or convex), but also in the region
downstream of the airfoil; hence, it may, for example, prove
.-
useful in dowmvash studi~ and &e lik&-
.201
—Shack wove by, method
af characteristics
——Stroight shack wave
Shack-& xpansIan method
/
/
/
~ .12
t
given by defiectian ,/
angle and pressure
3
———Shock angle determined
by deflection angle
—-—Shack ongle determmed
by averaging values
Chordwlse station, x/c
FIGURE 31.4XMLp3 of t~ shock wave for Io-percant-thiok biconvex
airfoil seotion at a=OO and MO= ra.
Ir~enef==m emunptfnnhereb that (~) ~,and (~)a are.nmrlyewal. Thb is
-’ fgm&hM thanOne. (SWW. (40).)
‘dtimt ‘0 ‘e ‘mm ‘it *C,
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APPENDIX c ‘ ,
. APPROXIMATESOLUTIONFOR PRANDTL-MEYERFLO’iVOF
A CALORICALLYIMPERFECTGAS
The following solution is obtained with an analysis similar
to that used in Meyer’s original paper (ref. 23). A schematic
di~gram of the subject flow field is shown in figure 32. It is
o
l
a
I $-/-%
Fmmm 32.-Schematic diagram of Prandtl-Meyer flow around a comer.
evident that the change inflow-inclination angle for Prandti-
hieyer flow can be written as follows:
l&—a=fJ3w--/9)+(@)-@) (cl)
Since the flow is isentropic, a given value of the local pre9sure
will determine the Mach angle, /3. The problem, then, is to
evaluate the cmgle,m To this end, the velocity components
tangential and normal to the iirs~family Mach lines maybe
expressed in the usual manner in tarns of a potential p, thus,
(C2)
(C3)
It is clear, however, that these components are functions of
a only; hence, it is convenient to d~e a new velocity poten-
tial which is a function of u alone. Such a potenthd is
@(&l)=: (C4)
The veloci~ components may then be written in terms of
this new potential.
U=* (cF))
a=di. “ (C6)
The resultant velocity is given by the expr~on .
P=&+@.’ (C7)
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Equation (15), for conservation of energy, may be written
in terms of the local temperature ss follows:
.()
V9+2 &. . ‘T+2RT(*)=2’ ‘“8)
The constant, A, is evsluated at the conditions esisting up-
stream of the expansion region; namely,
Equations (C7) and (C8) are then combined to yield
@+@u’=–2RT
(
O/T
)
&+iq +Ag (Clo)
It wcs shown previously, however, that
a2=yRT (all)
Equations (C6), (C1O), and (Cll) may therefore be combined
to obtain the following relationship:
or
From the imperfeckgas relationship for Y tve have
1+(%-o (;)’($:1)2r
7i
—=
()’
(014)
‘Y ~+7i—1 e &——
‘ri T (eon– 1)2
By substitution of this relation into equation (013) there is
then obt@ned
~+%’ ~
L-l+;F ($)]=A* (al@
where
(e/jqeelT ~+=
() --{
1+(-ii—u cop_ 1 [
o/T
o o/T
1
1
F T ‘cop–l
(016)
Yi—1 (O/T.)geolT
l+—
74 (e@/T_1)X
Now
-yT a=——
~—yiRO
(C17)
For every value of T/tI there is thus a particular valuo of
a’/yiR8. The function F(19/T) is therefore uniquely deter-
mined for any value of azskce -YiRoh of m~e~ a co~t~t,
WW this point in mind, let
F(o/T)= @zg/yiRe) (C18)
0
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Fmmm 33.—Accuracy of approximation used in Appwlis C to obtain
solution for Prandtl-hfeyer flow of a calorically in.wrfeot gas.
Figure33 shows Q(a2/YiRL9)plotted as a function of ag/YiRO.
This curve is approximated with the following simple
relation:
Q(a’/Y,Ro)= 0.38J&+o.71-a;:Bo (C19)
for 0.18 <~<1.O
and
,Q(a2/yiRO)=0 (C20)
for O<&<O.18
llqumtion (C1!3) is also plott~d in figure 33 to show the accu-
racy of this approximation. Consider first the caae when Q
is given by equ&tion (C19) which is written in the form
Q(a2/yJ?O)=la2+p+ v $ (CM)
where, obviously, .
~= 0.38/7,R13
)
p=o.71 } (C22)
7 =–0.14 (’y,zi%))
Equation (C21) is substituted into equation (C15) and, with
equations (018) and (C6), the following expression results:
In order to simplify this equation the following substitutions
are made:
“=(s+%Y+%’(A’-:’)‘a’)
Sh,,=w’-%’)
P (C25)
and
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(C27)
Equation (C23) then reduces to
4c0s P
COS4T(7M)’+T 4 ‘i’ ‘–*=O (C28)cod T (Toy+ ~2
This equation is solved for T-, thus,
J2 L (WS T–Cog V)’f’‘“= D COS T (C29)
or
Jd’s”= D COS rdr3 (CosT —Cos vy@ (C30)
T%.is expression is readily integrated to obtain the following
equation relating u to the local velocity:
TQ—UN= D {2 [E(k,z)—E(k,zN)] —[1’(lc,s?)-F(k,zN)] } (C31)
where
IZ elliptic i&egral of the second kind
1’ elliptic integral of the &et kind
k Sill; (modulus)
The procedure for calculating corresponding values of the
pressure, p, and the deflection angle, 6, is straightforward
with the aid of the preceding equations and may be sum-
marized m follows:
1. Calculate A’ (eq.. (C9))
2.Calculate O (eq. (C24))
3.Calculate P (eq. (C25))
4.&sume a valueof T, less than TN
5. Calculate p (eqs. (16) and (17))
6. Calculate V- (eq. (C8))
7. Calculate y (eq. (C14))
8. Cfdculate a’ (or @ti~ (eq. (Cll))
9. Calculate M and, in turn, B from V and a
10. Calculati u’ (or @ (eq. (07))
11. Calculate r (eq. (C26))
12. Calculate u (eq. (C31))
13. Calculate ~ (eq. (Cl))
This procedure is followed so long as the quanti~ a’/~iRO
is greater than 0.18. (This is equivalent to the temperature
being greater than approximately 1,000° R.) For values
of a*/yJ20 less than or equal to 0.18 (or temperature less
than about 1,000° R.), Qis set equail to zero (see eq. (C20))
In this case, equation (C15) reduce9 to the same form as for
an ideal gas and, therefore, the w-ell-lmown ideal-gaa rela-
tionships can be used.
8
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APPENDIX D
EVALUATION OF (1/Kw) (dP/d W) , &/Kw, +, ~ x
For an ideal gas, the Mach number, Mach angle, shock-
wave angle, and pressureratio can be calculated at the leading
edge, using the standard Rsmkine-Hugoniot shock relations
and utihzing the free-stream Mach number and leading-
edge deflection angle. With the90 flow parameters lmown,
the only terms to be determined in equations (38), (39),
(4o), (43), and (44) are
(a.md(%):
These derivatives
are easily obtained from the shock relations. (See ref. 9.)
(331)
where .
dP
()
2y MO’ Sill 2U
z .=
(D2)
‘y+l
and
da
()
_2(7– 1) ~sa (a
& .=l
–a)+Sin 2(a–a) cot 2cr (D3)
7+1
By again using the standard forms of the. Rankine-
Hugoniot shock relations, it is possible to transform equations
(38~, (39), and (43) (given in the analysis) into
x
‘[
2+ M02 Sillia—(y—1)
1
(D4)
7+1
for the surface pressure gradient,
[
; tan*r
KG -f+l
_— .
tan~~ 1@5)‘=4c0s r a++ (*+ MO’lA’U).,
for the shock-wave curvature, and
tanf
tan /3
(D6)
for the surfac~preswm-gradient ratio. These equations are
similar to those given by Schaefer in reference 8 and require
less work to compute than equations (38), (39), and (43).
For calorically-imperfec&gas flows, the standard shock
relations are obviously not applicable. In this case, the flow
parameters at the leading edge & be evaluated using the
oblique-shock-wave equations previously presented. (See
eqs. (14), (15), (18), (19), and (2o).) Since the primary
variable in these equations is temperature, the required
362
derivatives are most easily deterniined by employing the
temperature as a parameter.ls Thus,
$ _(dp/dR.() o (MW3u (D7)
and
g #=@@&
()
(D8)
a
Diilerentiation of equation (18) yields
where from equation (15)
%=(%G!J[%%+*’
“’’”(%)+%]
(D1O)
and from equation (14)
()The derivative $$ can be evaluated from equ~tion (20)u
ca=4””t&’)u-
1
@wse&”(a’J’12)
where from equation (19)
():%$%w%+k+$(%.() 2i?! _~p. @13)
and from equation (8)
(D14)
ldPZ
The procedure for calculating ——& dw’ ~ #, and K is straighb
,
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(Tig. 6 or the ideal-gas relations will provide an initial
estimate.)
2. Calculate ~a (eq. (14))
3. CrdcuktteU (eq. (15))
4. Calculate Pa (eq.(18))
5, Ccdcukte p,/pa (eq. (8))
6.Cldcuhte u (eq. (19))
7. Calculate& (eq. (20))
If this value of & is not close enough to the desired value of
~M,iterate, choosing a new T./TO.
8. Calculate ~ (eq. (Dll))
9.Ctdculate$$$ (eq. (DIO))
10, Calculate
(7
& ~(eq. (D9))
11. Crdculate
()
$ ~(eq. (D14))
12. ‘Calculate
()
& ~(eq. (D13))
13. calculate
()
# ~(eq. (D12))
d
“(914. cdcdate x . ‘eq. (D7))
15. Calculate B (eq. (40))
16 Calctiate & dP
. ~e ~ (eq. (38))
17, Cfdculate * (eq. (43))
()18, Calculate # ~(eq. (D8))
19. Calculate * (eq. (39))
20. Calculate K ~eq. (~))
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METHODTABLE I.—FUNCTIONS FOR SLENDER-AIRFOIL
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